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Dear Mrs. Ashton, 
 
Thank you very much for Ares (2014)1105202 - 08/04/2014 as well as the clarifying answers to 
Questions: E-001694-14 & E-013571-13 in the EP. It is quite obvious that the bilateral Agreements 
[I] with Switzerland have never been amenable to effective control, provide no access to any 
tribunal and are thus null and void. Further, the status of control through the EEAS does not in any 
way balance the Swiss extent and intensity and comply in no way with the written assurances of 
Commissioner C. Patten.  The provisional solution of 1992 has lasted over 20 years to the 
advantage of the Swiss State and to the detriment of the EU Member States, and their nationals.  
 
In so far as I am concerned, like the Swiss executive always did,  I know now a lot more about the 
nature, extent and capacity of the E. Commission than I did when like countless millions I placed 
faith, trust, and private fate in that institution.    
 
In so far as the future relations/negotiations with Switzerland are concerned, I hereby put myself 
forward, if need be as a “National expert”, in any further negotiations as I do have several years’ 
hands on experience in that country, its pervasive personalities and institutions and can virtually 
“hear” the over 100 to 120 thousand households having to forcibly, permanently depart that 
country every year after, often decades of legal residency to return burnt out, uninsured and 
unwanted without prospects, social networks, often family to the EU MS.  Switzerland operates 
what in high Sea would be “Shark Fin fishing”, picking out and abusing the valued parts from the 
individuals’ existences and throwing the carcasses half live, unable to feed/swim back in the sea.  
 
I am certain you will understand that I am not happy with the false promises and empty 
projections I have been subjected to by EU executives at the highest level and must seek redress 
and common interest stakeholders wherever/whenever they are to be found. 
 
Sincerely yours,  
 
Κ. Parlavantzas 
 

cc. V. Minister D. Kourkoulas Dr. Christoph Blocher 
 Mr. David o’ Sullivan  

 

 

NB. This communication with all its Attach. Is to be found under: www.elvetia.org/eeas/index.aspx  
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